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Discover How to Conveniently Boost Instant Energy
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Have you ever needed instant energy? Whether you needed a boost before a workout,
competition, or wanted help enhancing your mental alertness, a caffeine product might
have been used. Though these caffeine sources worked, the instant boost didn’t seem
apparent.
With 30 milligrams of caffeine from organic green coffee bean extract, Lumos Energy
Strips is a fast-acting product meant to improve low energy levels. The caffeine goes
directly to your bloodstream, through the inside of your cheek, and under your tongue,
which allows you to feel the effects within 15 minutes, as compared to 60 minutes with a
regular energy drink. Lumos Energy Strips will give you instant energy, and you’ll be
able to perform at peak levels quickly, and effectively---giving you a more dominant
performance during competition, and helping improve your overall energy at work, or at
home. With zero calories and no sugar, these potent energy strips have no liquid volume-- thus enhancing your comfort levels, and allowing your ability levels to be at full form.
In addition, Lumos Energy Strips are packaged in a cassette that fits easily in your pocket, so you can consume when and where you want.
The strips are sealed inside a foil pouch with a tear notch, and once it is purchased, you can easily discard, and start using. Each cassette
comes with 12 strips that can be conveniently placed in your pocket, so all the energy you need is just a hand’s length away. This will enable
you to save time and work productively, so you can get more accomplished, which results in more muscle mass, increased strength, and even
a job raise or speeding your way up the career ladder. Lumos Energy Strips also has a mint flavor, so you won’t be subconsciously worried
about your breath, which will help you focus on the tasks at hand. As an athlete, the thought of having liquid in your stomach before
competition may cause anxiety, but Lumos Energy Strips supplies you with a quick boost without being full---which will in turn, allow you
to push yourself harder during workouts, and help you think clearly for optimal performance at school. Imagine consuming a simple strip
compared to drinking a 500ml energy drink before a race. Which would you feel more comfortable with?
Each package of 12 strips is equivalent to the caffeine content of 4 Red Bulls. At the price of $3.99 per package, compared to the price of
over $8.00 for 4 Red Bulls, Lumos Energy Strips will allow you to save money, while absorbing a pure and healthy product---and help you
live a stress-free and productive life. Providing yourself with quality energy is vital to your everyday success, and finding a convenient, fastacting solution can be a challenge. Lumos Energy Strips offers an instant boost suitable for all your possible needs. The thought of being
able to carry a powerful energy weapon anytime, anywhere can be reassuring. Are you ready to receive quality results?
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